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Abstract. Artificial E region field aligned irregularities
(FAIs) have been observed during heating experiments at the
HAARP facility using a new 30 MHz coherent scatter radar
imager deployed near Homer, Alaska. Irregularities were observed during brief experiments on three quiet days in July
and August, 2007, when the daytime E region critical frequency was close to 3 MHz. Irregularities were consistently
generated and detected during experiments with O-mode HF
pumping on zenith with a 1-min on, 1-min off CW modulation. The scattering cross sections, rise, and fall times of
the echoes were observed as well as their spectral properties.
Results were found to be mainly in agreement with observations from other mid- and high-latitude sites with some discrepancies. Radar images of the irregularity-filled volume on
one case exhibited clear variations in backscatter power and
Doppler shift across the volume. The images furthermore
show the emergence of a small irregularity-filled region to
the south southwest of the main region in the approximate
direction of magnetic zenith.
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1

Introduction

A signature feature of ionospheric modification experiments
is the production of small-scale field-aligned plasma density
irregularities (FAIs) near the reflection height (see Robinson,
1989; Frolov et al., 1997 for reviews.) These irregularities
give rise to coherent radar backscatter that can be detected
by appropriately located low-power HF and VHF radar systems (e.g. Senior et al., 2004). The first coherent scatter
observations were made at the Platteville site in Colorado
using a variety of diagnostic wavelengths between 1–10 m
(e.g. Minkoff and Kreppel, 1976, Radio Science, 9(11)).
Subsequent observations of artificially induced FAIs were
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made in conjunction with heater experiments at Sura in Russia (e.g. Belenov et al., 1977), Arecibo (e.g. Coster et al.,
1985), the EISCAT heater near Tromsø (e.g. Stubbe et al.,
1982; Hedberg et al., 1983), SPEAR (e.g. Robinson et al.,
2006), and at the emerging HAARP site near Gakona, Alaska
(Hughes et al., 2003). Observations at different radar and
heating frequencies and at different latitudes and pointing directions have spurred controversy and accelerated the development of comprehensive ionospheric modification theories.
Most of the research in this area has focused on artificial
FAIs created in the F region. F region FAIs are characterized by long decay times indicative, in part, of the background ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The Doppler shifts
of the irregularities are closely related to the ambient E×B
drift velocity and can be used to diagnose both the background electric field and also fields associated with MHD
waves (e.g. Yampolski et al., 1997). Artificial F region
FAIs are therefore important not only for studying heatingrelated phenomena but also for diagnosing aeronomic and
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling processes. At high latitudes, substantial refraction is usually required for observations of the FAIs by ground-based radars, and so HF probe
waves are mainly used. Many of the relevant observations
have been made with SuperDARN-class radars which can
also operate on demand and not just during short campaigns
(e.g. Bond et al., 1997; Eglitis et al., 1998).
By comparison, artificial FAIs created in the E region have
seen relatively little investigation. Generating them necessitates either very low pump frequencies or, failing that, the
presence of sporadic E layers or auroral precipitation. Planning experiments around these phenomena is challenging,
and the latter can cause significant attenuation of the probing
radar signal. The Platteville and Arecibo heaters operated
at sufficiently low frequencies to generate E region FAIs under normal daytime conditions as well as during sporadic E
events, as could the EISCAT facility in the early 1980s (Frey,
1986), but similar low-frequency heating capability has been
absent until recently.
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Table 1. Coherent scatter radar characteristics for the July/August,
2007 experiments.
parameter
frequency
peak power
pulse length
coding
duty cycle
IPP
h0
δh
bandwidth
no. ranges
no. channels
data rate

value
29.795 MHz
12 kW
19.5 km
13 bit Barker
5.27%
370 km
40 km
1.5 km
100 kHz
120
6
2.22 MB/s

Moreover, the geographic constraints for field-aligned
radar backscatter from E region FAIs are difficult to meet
at auroral latitudes due to the low elevation angles involved
and the minimal role playable by refraction, and specialized
radars dedicated to heater support must generally be used.
Hibberd et al. (1983, 1984) observed coherent backscatter
from E region FAIs using the STARE radar with permanent
sites in Norway and Finland suitable for supporting heater
experiments at Tromsø. In a subsequent campaign, a portable
46.9 MHz radar deployed in Sweden joined the STARE radar
in conducting perhaps the most extensive study of artificial E
region FAIs to date (Djuth et al., 1985; Noble, 1987).
The recent completion of the HAARP ionospheric modification facility, which is able to radiate at frequencies as low
as 2.75 MHz, prompts the reinvestigation of artificial E region FAIs and coherent radar backscatter from them. A new
30 MHz portable radar imager was recently installed near
Homer, Alaska, to undertake the investigation. We study E
region artificial FAIs no only to test existing theories for artificial irregularity generation but also to assess the effects
of heating on naturally occurring auroral E region plasma
waves and irregularities (e.g. Robinson et al., 1995, 1998).
In this paper, we report on findings from a recent set of preliminary experiments. The 30 MHz radar is autonomous and
remotely operable and will be available for more extensive
studies in the near term.

2

Experiment description

For E region FAI observations over the HAARP site near
Gakona (62.39 N, 145.15 W), a coherent scatter radar was
installed on the southern tip of Alaska’s Kenai Peninsula,
across Kachemak Bay from Homer and near the small town
of Seldovia. The radar was deployed at the NOAA Kasitsna
Ann. Geophys., 26, 117–129, 2008

Bay Laboratory (KBL) (59.47 N, 151.55 W) where extensive
infrastructure exists.
Figure 1 illustrates the motivation for the coherent scatter radar siting. It represents the geomagnetic scattering geometry calculated using raytracing. For the calculations, the
E region ionosphere was modeled as having a peak density
of 105 cm−3 at an altitude of 110 km, a 5 km density scale
length below the peak, and a 100 km scale length above the
peak. The left panel of the figure shows the altitude of the locus of perpendicularity for monostatic backscatter from the
KBL site, and the right panel shows the magnetic aspect angle (degrees off perpendicular) at an altitude of 110 km. Note
that the locus of perpendicularity at 110 km for this case
passes precisely over Gakona. This is the nominal altitude
for auroral E region FAIs. The scattering geometry is rather
sensitive to siting variations, and neither Anchorage, Kodiak,
nor a bistatic link between the two would be suitable for observing E region FAIs over HAARP.
The radar is a portable coherent scatter radar interferometer operating near 30 MHz, making it sensitive to the presence of 5-m irregularities. The frequency was chosen mainly
for its suitability for observing naturally occurring type 1 and
type 2 field aligned irregularities associated with the aurora
and also with meteor trails. The radar uses a solid-state transmitter, an arbitrary waveform generator, and digital receivers
based on the Echotek ECDR-GC314PCIfs product family.
Six receiver channels are presently supported.
Antenna arrays are constructed from six groups of
horizontally-polarized 3-element Yagi antennas. Some are
used for transmission, and all are used for reception. The
transmission main antenna beam is directed toward Gakona
at an elevation of 25◦ and has a ∼12◦ E-plane and ∼30◦ Hplane half-power beamwidth. The overall gain of the transmitting array is about 18.5 dBi. For reception, the six antenna
groups are spaced so as to form 15 nonredundant interferometry baselines, the longest with a length of almost 8 wavelengths transverse to the direction of transmission. Table 1
lists the most important characteristics of the radar. Note
that the range to the E region over Gakona is approximately
480 km and therefore greater than the nominal 370 km interpulse period (IPP). Echoes will therefore be range aliased
and appear in range bins in the neighborhood of 110 km.
The radar is an imaging radar similar to the one deployed
near Anchorage for auroral investigations (Bahcivan et al.,
2005) and in the Caribbean for sporadic E layer studies (Hysell et al., 2004). Data can be processed using the principles
of synthetic aperture radar imaging which were thoroughly
examined recently by Hysell and Chau (2006). Radar imaging affords the possibility of examining spatial fine structure in the modified volume over HAARP relatively free of
spatio-temporal ambiguity. The imaging algorithm in use can
be considered a super-resolution method and is not diffraction limited.
Experiments were conducted on 28, 30 July, and 2 August 2007. In each case, the entire HAARP facility was used
www.ann-geophys.net/26/117/2008/
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Fig. 1. Raytracing calculation for 30 MHz radar signals emanating from the KBL site near Seldovia, Alaska (plotter symbol “S”). Left
panel: altitude of the locus of perpendicularity in km. Right panel: magnetic aspect angle at an altitude of 110 km in degrees. The Gakona
site is indicated by the plotter symbol “G”. The triangles represent flight corridors for the Poker Flat Rocket Range, which are shown as an
indication of scale.

to transmit O-mode signals in the zenith direction on a 1-min
on, 1-min off schedule. The heating frequency was 2.75 MHz
except on 2 August when it was 3.25 MHz. The effective radiated power and half-power beamwidth for HAARP at these
frequencies are between about 86–88 dBW and ∼15◦ , respectively. In every case, observations were made in the daytime when background E layer ionization was present. The
E layer critical frequency was regular and slowly varying.
Figure 2 shows the E region critical frequency measured
over HAARP by the facility Digisonde throughout the week
of the experiments in question. The value of FoE demonstrated a regular diurnal cycle with a midday peak at approximately 3 MHz. Note that local UTC=SLT+9 h and that the
peaks occurred near local noon. There was no precipitation,
and absorption did not affect the radar diagnostics. There
were no significant sporadic E layers during the time of our
experiments.

3

Observations

Radar observations for 30 July 2007 are shown in Fig. 3. The
heating frequency of 2.75 MHz was well below the E region
critical frequency of 3.0 MHz at this time. Data from all six
receiver channels were combined to construct this figure and
the others like it in the paper. The data were incoherently integrated (power averaged) for ∼3 s to make this figure. This
is a so-called range-time-Doppler-intensity plot, in which the
brightness of the plotted pixels conveys the signal-to-noise
ratio, the hue conveys the Doppler shift, and the saturation
www.ann-geophys.net/26/117/2008/

Fig. 2. FoE for the week of the E region FAI experiments measured
by the HAARP Digisonde.

conveys the Doppler width. A similar plotting style is followed in Figs. 4, 6, and 8 that follow. Signal-to-noise ratios
between −10–30 dB are depicted here. The data have been
coherently integrated (voltage averaged) by a factor of 4, and
Doppler velocities between ±253 m/s are represented, with
positive velocities (blue shifts) implying motion toward the
radar.
The strongest features in Fig. 3 occur mainly in range bins
above 90 km and are associated with a combination of specular and non-specular meteor trail echoes. The near absence
of meteor trail echoes at apparent ranges less than 90 km suggests that the echoes are not range aliased and that their apparent range is the true range. The Doppler shifts of the meteor echoes are presumably related to the line-of-sight wind
Ann. Geophys., 26, 117–129, 2008
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collected on July 28, 2007,
after 23 UT,
when FoE
had decreased to about 2.7–2.8 MHz. The heating frequency remained 2.75 MHz — comparable to the critical frequency but
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Fig. 7. Radar images illustrating the temporal evolution of artificial E region FAIs in the heater-modified volume. Contours mark the locus of
perpendicularity in the absence of refraction. The HAARP site is indicated by the “+” symbol. The color legend associates pixel brightness,
hue, and saturation with signal-to-noise ratio (−10–40 dB), Doppler shift (±253 m/s), and spectral width (0–253 m/s), respectively.

scattering region with a satellite region to the south southwest. The smaller scattering region developed very slowly
and is only clearly visible in the images about 20 s after
heater turn-on.

4

Analysis

Artificial FAIs are generally believed to be generated by thermal parametric instabilities (TPIs) which form at altitudes
slightly above the upper hybrid resonance height where the
pump frequency is the Pythagorean sum of the plasma frequency and the electron gyrofrequency (Grach et al., 1977;
Das and Fejer, 1979; Grach et al., 1981; Dsythe et al., 1982;
Dsythe et al., 1983). In the nonlinear stage of evolution,
the TPI goes over to the resonance instability developed by
Vas’kov and Gurevich (1975, 1977) and expanded upon by
Inhester (1982). Evidence that E region FAIs are caused
by TPIs was presented by Djuth et al. (1985) on the basis
of threshold heating power and frequency and irregularity
growth time arguments, although Noble (1987) argued that
Ann. Geophys., 26, 117–129, 2008

a number of other candidate mechanisms could not be ruled
out. The present objective is to match theoretical predictions
for TPIs and other instability mechanisms with observations.
In summary, the salient features of the July/August 2007
experiments are
1. The creation of artificial E region field aligned irregularities in a circular region above the heater with a diameter
expanding to more than 50 km. Note that the HAARP
ERP is down by from 9–14 dB at the periphery of this
region.
2. A timescale for turn-on of the order of 100 ms in the
case of strong irregularities created by heating below
FoE and of the order of 4 s for weaker irregularities and
heating above FoE but near the upper-hybrid resonance.
3. A timescale for turn-off of the order of 100 ms.
4. Simultaneous turn-on and turn-off across broad range
spans.
5. Slow expansion and intensification of the irregularity region by about 3 dB during the first 20–30 s.
www.ann-geophys.net/26/117/2008/
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Fig. 8. RTDI plot for August 2, 2007. The lower panel shows the signal-to-noise ratio for echoes between 110–130 km.
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fc =1.5 MHz, and a magnetic zenith angle χ =14.0◦ . The associated spot size at an altitude of 110 km is about 32 km. A
somewhat larger region (about 40 km diameter) is anticipated
if the rays need only penetrate to the upper hybrid resonance
altitude for FAI generation. Djuth et al. (1985) observed the
spreading of artificial FAIs well outside the Spitze angle and
attributed this to imperfect density stratification and horizontal density gradients associated with an active aurora altering
the refraction. While there was no auroral activity during the
present experiments, the expansion of modified region over
time suggests that heater-induced variations in plasma density (self focusing) could have played an analogous role in
expanding the irregularity-filled region over intervals of tens
of seconds.
The greater the difference between the upper hybrid resonance frequency at the E layer peak and the HF heating frequency, the greater the intensity of the coherent scatter in our
experiments. This may be indicative of the depth of the FAI
production region, but it should also be noted that the ability for the 30 MHz probe signal to satisfy the condition for
field aligned backscatter is degraded when the critical frequency is low. On the basis of the radar characteristics and
using a hard-target (non beam filling) formulation, the total
scattering cross section for the strongest of the echoes observed in the July/August experiments can be estimated at
about 6×105 m2 . This is comparable to estimates obtained
at Platteville for artificial E region FAIs, which were characterized as falling between 50–65 dBsm over a broad range of
probe frequencies below 110 MHz (Fialer, 1974). The figures obtained by Noble (1987) from observations at Tromsø
at 143.8 MHz and 46.9 MHz were 105 m2 and 104 m2 , respectively, where the reduced value at VHF was tentatively
attributed to auroral precipitation and absorption. Scattering
cross sections have been reported to saturate at heating power
levels in the range of 130–190 MW ERP (Noble, 1987) (see
also Hedberg et al. (1983, 1986)). Power levels in the present
experiment were always well above that saturation threshold.
The Doppler shifts reported here are all much smaller than
those presented by Noble (1987) who interpreted them in
terms of the background convection speed. In their experiments at Tromsø, the Doppler shifts and spectral widths
measured simultaneously at 21.4 and 46.9 MHz were consistent when interpreted as velocities (i.e. the frequencies
scaled with wavenumber). They reported 110 m/s line-ofsight Doppler shifts and half-power Doppler widths of 5–
11 Hz (35–77 m/s) at 21.4 MHz and 12–20 Hz (38-64 m/s)
at 49.6 MHz The half-power spectral widths reported here
for fully-developed scattering regions of ∼10–16 Hz (∼50–
80 m/s for 30 MHz) therefore fit neatly between the results
from Tromsø. Djuth et al. (1985) attributed their observed
spectral width, in part, to the rapid background flow and the
possible effect of beam broadening. There is no suggestion
of strong auroral convection in the data from Alaska, however. The HAARP site is typically sub-auroral, and natural
auroral activity occurs infrequently overhead.
Ann. Geophys., 26, 117–129, 2008
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Noble (1987) reported echo rise and fall times of the order
of hundreds of ms for what they termed “type A” artificial
E region FAIs. Comparing observations at 21.4, 46.9, and
143.8 MHz, they showed that the rise and fall times scaled
approximately with the probe wavelength and the square of
the probe wavelength, respectively. The former is expected
for the linear growth rate of the thermal parametric instability according to Grach et al. (1978), and the latter for ordinary transverse ambipolar diffusion. The ∼100 m/s rise and
fall times for the 30 MHz echoes shown here fall between
those reported for 46.9 and 143.8 MHz probe signals by Noble (1987) and are also shorter than the decay times reported
by Coster et al. (1985) for 50 MHz echoes at Arecibo (although not the rise times), in at least partial defiance of the
scaling laws. The rapid variation in the electron collision frequency with altitude would seem to permit a wide variance
in timescales depending on the altitude of the irregularities,
however.
Noble (1987) also observed artificial FAIs with growth
timescales 10 or more times longer than the type A irregularities. These they termed “type B”. This classification appears
to apply to the 2 August event when the artificial FAIs exhibited growth times of about 4 s. Noble (1987) links the type
B irregularities with gradient drift instability. If this were
the case, we would expect the Doppler shifts of the irregularities to vary from one side of the modified region to the
other. While this behavior was observed during the 30 July
experiment, it was not observed on 2 August.
Noble (1987) did not observe the third timescale reported
here: the gradual, systematic intensification and broadening of the echoes over intervals of tens of seconds. This
phenomenon has been reported in experiments at Platteville,
where it was associated with the “cold turn-on” of the heater
(Frank, 1974) (see Djuth et al., 1985). The cold turn on has
also been observed at Arecibo, but only rarely (Coster et al.,
1985). It may be that rapid fading and structuring associated
with auroral activity could have obscured the cold turn-on in
experiments at Tromsø, whereas it did not do so here. The
long timescale of the cold turn-on suggests a self-focusing
phenomenon, where irregularity formation permits the upper
hybrid matching condition to be met more easily over an increasingly large volume.
The small satellite scattering region to the south-southwest
of the main region lies at the edge of the main lobe of the HF
transmitter, precisely at the location of the first null. It is
well outside the Spitze angle and just beyond the 14.0◦ magnetic zenith angle. The south southwestward displacement of
the satellite region suggests two possible explanations for its
source. The first is that the HF O-mode signal coupled into
the Z mode at the Spitze. The Z-mode radiation then propagated horizontally and magnetic southward until encountering the southern edge of the intermediate-scale plasma striations that occupy the modified region. There, they generated small scale artificial FAIs by the same mechanism as in
the main irregularity region. The ∼10 s turn-on time could
www.ann-geophys.net/26/117/2008/
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correspond to the time it takes for the density cavity in the E
region to form.
Another possibility is that the satellite irregularity region is
related to heating at magnetic zenith through the HF heater
sidelobe. Considerable interest has been devoted lately to
ionospheric modification effects at magnetic zenith (Isham
et al., 1999; Pedersen et al., 2003; Rietveld et al., 2003;
Mishin et al., 2004, 2005; Djuth et al., 2005). At magnetic
zenith, electron heating, HF-induced airglow, and the production of ion acoustic waves are all enhanced. The process
begins with the generation of upper-hybrid/electron Bernstein waves through the parametric decay of the HF pump
wave and can occur well below the HF reflection height
(Mishin et al., 2004, 2005). Upper-hybrid waves can also be
generated through the linear mode conversion of the pump
wave in the vicinity of existing density striations (Mishin
et al., 2004, 2005). Upper hybrid wave trapping within the
striations leads to ohmic heating, deepening of the striations, and thermal parametric instability (Grach et al., 1981;
Dsythe et al., 1982). Subsequent wave growth leads to explosive growth through resonance instability (Vas’kov and
Gurevich, 1977).
Finally, the variation in the Doppler shift across the
irregularity-filled region could be indicative of a number of
phenomena besides gradient drift instability. The Doppler
shifts vary from one side of the region to the other in a manner suggesting clockwise circulation. The sense is consistent
with the diamagnetic drift of electrons at the the boundary
of a rarefied region. It could also be consistent with the dielectric response of the region of inhomogeneous conductivity to background winds or electric fields, depending on the
direction of the forcing. It is not consistent with E×B drifting electrons under the influence of a transverse ambipolar
field, which would have the opposite sense of rotation. We
can discriminate between the various mechanisms by conducting more experiments under different heating and background conditions.
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lation of the echo intensity, extent, and Doppler shift, variations in the Doppler shift across the irregularity-filled region,
and the presence of artificial FAIs to the south southwest of
the main heated region. The last feature appears to be associated with the magnetic zenith direction. Future experiments
involving heating along magnetic zenith should further elucidate the finding. More exhaustive observations made under
a variety of heating and background ionospheric conditions
should likewise allow us to quantify the features of the radar
images and more closely associate them with heating instability theory.
Note that neither the 2.75 MHz nor the 3.25 MHz heating
frequencies used here are close to the second electron gyroharmonic. A number of experimental studies have indicated the enhancement of certain heater-related phenomena
near (mainly just above) the second gyroharmonic doubleresonance (e.g. Djuth et al., 2005; Kosch et al., 2005 including FAI production and coherent scatter (e.g. Fialer, 1974;
Haslett and Megill, 1974). Future experiments should provide opportunities to test this phenomenon in the E region,
where naturally occurring daytime ionization is just dense
enough to permit the double resonance to exist.
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Conclusions

This paper reports on the first observations of artificial E region FAIs over the HAARP facility with a new coherent scatter radar deployed near Homer, Alaska. The radar affords
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